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4.User Fingerprint Setting

Charging Interface

Main equipment

Model No.

Parts

Fingerprint Trigger Lock

V1

USB Charge Cable

Keys

Fingerprint Setting Tool

Product Instructions

2.8*2.3*1.4in/71.2*59.5*36.5mm(L*W*H)

9.9oz/279.5g

Micro USB

10*10mm Capacitive

Maximum 10 Fingerprint Profiles,

360 degree recognition,

Smart learning

(2 Administrators,8 Users)

within 0.3 seconds

<1/100000(0.002%)

<2%

250mAh Polymer lithium battery

20mA

2uA

IEC61000-4-2,Level X,±8KV

Dimension

Net Weight

Charging Socket

Fingerprint Sensor

Fingerprint Storage

&Sensor Capability

Fingerprint Reading Speed

FAR(False Acceptance Rate)

FRR(False Rejection Rate)

Built in battery

Fingerprint sensor working current

Fingerprint sensor stand by current

ESD(Air discharge protection)

Fingerprint Sensor

Mechanical Key

LED Light

Set Button

Step 1:Press “Set” Button for 1 second.
Step 2:The blue ligjht will flash press the fingerprint sensor within 6
seconds,then release.

Remove the rubber cover from 
the bottom half of the lock. 
Underneath this cover you 
will see the set button

Step 3:Repeat step 2 six times,until the blue light remains on and holds
for 2 seconds.
Step 4:If the red light appears and holds for 2 seconds,start the process\
again from Step 1.

Step 1:Press “Set” Button for 1 second.
Step 2:The blue light will turn on.Scan the recorded Administrator
fingerprint.With successful approval of Administator’s print,the blue light
will flash,Next.press the sensor with your new fingerprint profile within 6
seconds,the release.

Step 1:Press “Set” button for 7-8 seconds until the blue light is on and red
light flashes asking for administrator fingerprint profile.
Step 2:The blue light will illuminate for 2 seconds when administrator’s
fingerprint has been read,then all enrolled profiles will be deleted.

Step 1:If trigger lock is in low battery mode (battery level around 10%),
the red light will flash for 3 seconds when you touch the sensor.It should
be charged using the USB charge cable supplied.

When successful the green light will illuminate and last 2 second,
if not the red light will illuminate for 2 seconds. If red light is on,
user must restart from Step 1.

Note:

1. The trigger lock can save a maximum of 10 fingerprints profiles-2
    Administrators,8 Users.
2. The trigger lock can unlock approximately 1000 times and with 100%
    battery the standby time is around 5 months.We recommed
    charging it every 3 months.
3. Works with most self-defense and sporting firearms.

WARNING&DISCLAIMER
Always follow proper firearm safety procedures when operating or storing
a firearm.Store firearms,ammunition and keys separately and securely,
away from children and careless adults.While locking devices are an
important aid to security measures,they are not a substitute for safe
firearm handling and proper storage.Remember that any security device
can be bypassed with enough time,knowledge,determination and
equipment.
Always verify that your firearm is unloaded before installation,attempts to
use this product on a loaded gun may result in accidental discharge.
Prevent exposure to moisture and direct sumlight.The manufacturer
expressly provides no guarantees against product malfunction in cases of,
but not limited to:violence,fingerprint errovrs, moisture and extreme
conditions.The manufacturer expressly reserves the right to interpret the
meanings of the terms of this article.
While the product is designed to fit common models of handguns and
rifles in the market,no representation is made that the product is
compatible with all trigger designs.Please contact the seller regarding
compatibility issues.
The buyer assumes all inherent risks of any injury to person or property
resulting from the inherent dangers associated with firearm ownership,
including but not limited to: accidental discharge,mechanical
malfunctions,theft,tampring,exploding ammunition,criminal violations,
and any and all other externaliteies.It is the responsibility of the buyer,not
the seller,to ascertain and comply with all local,state,federal,and
international laws regarding the possession,use,or sale of this product.

!

5.Mechanical Key Unlock

Step 3:Repeat 6 times until the blue light remains on and lasts holds for
2 seconds.
Step 4:If red light appears and holds for 2 seconds,start the process
again from Step 1.

1.Fingerprint Profile Setting mode will exit automatically after
   6 seconds if there is no fingerprint read.
2.Fingers should be clean and dry to ensure correct reading.

The mechanical key can unlock the
trigger lock in caes the bulit in battery
has drained completely.

Note:
Step 3:If successful,the green light will remain on and hold for 6 seconds
with small indicating tones.You will be able to unlock within 6 seconds.
Step 4:The unlock will fail if the red light appears and holds for 2 seconds.

1.Fingerprint unlock mode will exit automatically after 6 seconds if
   there is  no fingerprint registration action.
2.Fingers should be cdry and clean.

Note:

Fingerprint Trigger Lock

Visit www.vikingtriggerlock.com




